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Enhance acquisition, retention and loyalty strategies 

with SessionM’s closed-loop offer functionality. 

Reward individuals for completing a certain behavior 

or series of behaviors, incentivize the purchase of 

new items, drive more frequent purchases, and 

more. Offers can be awarded through a variety of 

channels, and each offer is instantly verified at the 

moment of purchase. 

Understand Customer Behaviors to 

Incentivize Individual Action

Move away from a discount-centric strategy, and focus on 

driving behavior that has a positive impact on your bottom 

line. SessionM ingests and unifies customer data from a 

number of different sources, such as Point of Sale 

Systems, Ecommerce Platforms, Email Service Providers, 

and Mobile Messaging Platforms. Utilizing the data 

surfaced within the SessionM Platform enables companies 

to understand customer behavior and incentivize them to 

make a purchase, transact more frequently or make a 

larger purchase. 

Using SessionM to power offer management enables brands 

to create and manage various types of offers. A  number of 

rules can be established for each offer, creative can be 

uploaded and a series of metrics are available through 

SessionM’s reporting suite to show offer impact.

Within the Platform a number of actions can be taken to 

ensure the deployment of a closed-loop offer has a positive 

effect on the bottom line. For example, when creating an offer 

users are able to set issuance and redemption periods, add 

issuance and redemption restrictions, and select which items 

are applicable for each offer. 

“SessionM’s loyalty platform is packed 
with loyalty management and marketing 
capabilities… Clients like the platform’s dynamic 
audience capability for segmentation, and 
one reference said they they “love SessionM’s 
thinking and the platform’s ability to encourage 
specific behaviors from our customers.”

The Forrester Wave: Loyalty Technology 

Platforms, April 2019

SESSIONM OFFER 

MANAGEMENT: 
MOTIVATE HIGH VALUE 

BEHAVIORS & INCREMENTALITY
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Solve a Number of Use Cases Across   

the Customer Journey 

Whether your goal is to acquire new customers, retain 

your current customers or develop more loyal 

customers, SessionM’s offer functionality helps deliver 

the perfect incentive for driving behavior. 

Customer Acquisition 

Closed-loop offers can be a powerful tool within your 

arsenal of acquisition tactics. Leverage different offers to 

motivate customers to sign up for your rewards program, 

fill out their customer profile, or make a purchase. 

Getting customers in the door is difficult, providing 

powerful incentives can ease the burden and enable you 

to increase membership rates. 

Customer Retention

Acquisition is important, but ultimately customer 

retention is king. The SessionM Platform enables brands 

to leverage a host of purchase activity information to 

understand recent customer behavior and utilize the 

data to incite action. For example, within the Platform 

users can create an audience of customers who haven’t 

made a purchase in the last 45 - 60 days, and deploy 

an offer to drive them back in-store to make a purchase. 

With a deep understanding of customer behavior, a 

number of actions can be taken by leveraging closed-

loop offers to ensure you’re retaining each customer. 

Enhancing Loyalty 

SessionM’s Offer Management functionality equips you 

with the tools needed to develop more loyal customers. 

Leverage the Platform to entice customers to purchase 

more frequently, increase their basket size and try new 

items or combinations of items. Rich information on 

customer behavior enables you to drive many different 

high-value behaviors. Target customers who usually 

purchase twice a week and incentivize them to make a 

third purchase, or target those that usually only spend 

$50 per purchase and incentivize them to spend over 

$75. Utilize closed-loop offers to surprise and delight 

your best customers, and test different tactics to drive 

lower value customers onto higher spending brackets.
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Leverage the Power of the Entire 

SessionM Platform 

Offers created and managed within the SessionM Platform 

can be deployed in a number of channels throughout the 

Platform:

Tier Behavior Outcomes 

SessionM’s loyalty management functionality allows brands 

to set up complex tiering strategies, enabling each tier level 

to deliver unique rewards for specific customer behaviors 

such as tier entrance, maintenance, purchase, and event 

behaviors. Deploy different offers to reward customers for 

completing certain actions within each tier. For example, 

when customers earn 200 points in the bronze tier they 

automatically receive a 10% discount on their next purchase; 

however, members in the silver tier receive 20% off their next 

purchase when they earn 300 points.   

Reward Stores

Reward Stores can be built and configured to provide 

customers with a channel to spend their loyalty points. A 

variety of offers can be placed within a Reward Store, and 

each one can cost a specified amount of points. Stores can 

be set up so that different offers are available to customers in 

different tiers. For example, customers in the bronze tier can 

purchase a medium shake for 100 loyalty points, but 

customers in the silver tier can purchase a large shake for 

the same amount of points. 

Promotional Campaigns

Within the SessionM Campaigns Module is a complex 

behavior builder that can be utilized to reward customers for 

completing a certain behavior or series of behaviors. Utilize 

SessionM’s messaging capabilities to alert customers of their 

eligibility for a promotional campaign beforehand, or surprise 

and delight them by triggering a message and reward once 

the behavior has been completed. For example, reward new 

customers with a special BOGO offer if they make three 

purchases within 30 days of registering for your loyalty 

program.  

ROI Stats:
• 16% increase in spend on campaign

targeted at new enrollments

• 11X in incremental spend

generated per targeted offer

• 84% increase in spend compared

to non-loyalty members
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Customers Module 

The SessionM Customers Module equips customer service 

agents with a wealth of declared, observed and predictive 

data on each customer to help them deliver exceptional 

service to each individual. Agents have the ability to issue a 

select number of offers to smooth over any issues, or thank 

customers for their goodwill. For example, if a customer 

never received one of their packages, issue them an offer 

for 25% off their next purchase along with a refund for their 

missing package. 

Promo Codes 

Lists of Promo Codes can be created in the SessionM 

Platform and distributed through a number of channels. 

Promo Codes can be single-use or multi-use, and when 

redeemed an offer can be issued to the customer, which can 

be applied to the transaction. Distribute a certain number 

of promo codes with the code FALLPROMO19 to drive 

excitement over your new fall collection. When a customer 

applies it to their transaction they receive 10% off. 

Reporting 

Find valuable metrics related to offer performance within 

SessionM’s reporting suite. On an individual offer level 

you can find information pertaining to how many times the 

offer has been issued, redeemed, expired and revoked. 

Additionally, there’s a host of information showing total offer 

performance, which includes metrics such as total offers 

issued over time, redeemed over time, expired over time 

and current offer redemption rate. Utilize this information to 

understand performance and financial impact. 

One Complete Engagement Tool 

Unlike other loyalty and engagement vendors, SessionM 

provides organizations with a single, intuitive tool where 

all customer data is ingested into an operational profile so 

marketers can create targeted campaigns based on specific 

attributes and behavior. Unlock customer data to construct 

an intelligent loyalty program that drives engagement and 

incremental spend. 

SessionM Offer Types

• Buy X Get Y Offers: Buy a specified number of 

items (X) and receive some item (Y) – or 

portion of an item – in return

• Buy X Get Y Fixed

• Buy X number of items and get a fixed 

amount off of the Y item

• Buy X Get Y Percent

• Buy X number of items and get % off of 

the Y item

• Buy X Get Y Set Price

• Buy X number of items and get the Y 

item for a set price

• Fixed Amount Discount Offers: Specify any 

amount of dollars to be discounted on a range 

of items

• Fixed Amount Check Discount

• Get a defined dollar amount off of 

entire check or cart

• Fixed Amount Item Discount

• Get a defined dollar amount off either 

the lowest or highest priced item in 

check or cart

• Percent Discount Offers: Offer a percentage 

off a range of items

• Percent Check Discount

• Get a % off entire check or cart

• Percent Item Discount

• Get a % off either the lowest or highest 

priced item in check or cart

• Set Price Coupon Offer: Enables an item to be 

sold for a defined promotional price

• Fulfillment Offers: Support the issuance and 

fulfillment of physical and digital goods

• Digital

• Offer is a digital gift provided via an 

electronic delivery method

• Manual

• Offer can be picked up on location

• Physical

• Offer sent via courier, such as USPS




